May 14, 2010 Scouting Report – A wet May: the Midwest floods, Microdochium patch surges,
Fairy ring and Waitea begin, Keith shares New research, Tim thinks about Early dollar spot, and
Nick’s Interactive map idea
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org
My daily journal note for Thursday sums it up - the week that is. Sometimes one day earns a
gold star. A gold star? Forgive me, my parents were teachers... “Heavy rains last night
throughout the Midwest. Storms coming up from the Gulf through KS and IA brought rainfall
which began before lunch on Sunshine. We received about 1.5 inches with the majority from the
two earliest hours on Thursday – midnight to 2 am. The temperatures hovered in the 50s all day
and night. The trend for the month has been a soil temperature cooling from about upper 50s to
mid-50s. Why I continue to write letters on the delay of winter injury recovery. North shore
clubs are reporting 3+ inches of rain and flooding. Tim and I will now go scout for disease.”

Many Chicago suburbs experienced temporary flooding on Thursday following heavy rainstorms
earlier that morning. Sunshine Course in Lemont was no exception. Settle 5-13-10
Our first real foray of turf diseases were experienced this week. Still no signs of dollar spot –
our nemesis. Instead, reports of Microdochium patch on greens continued and we gained another
intimidating advesary – fairy ring. Today I saw glowing bright yellow rings – symptoms of
Waitea patch on a green. From a plant pathology perspective the 2010 season started this week.
A superintendent will tell you it started long ago, mid-March as the snow/ice cleared. And so it
begins – a warm AND wet Spring. It turns out a few fungi were waiting for it. How about you?
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Officially Wet Again...
After a very dry April we are ‘officially’ back into a cycle of wet – on average. For the year, we
are now about ½ inch wetter than normal (currently 1 Jan to 13 May = 11.70 inches). Tom
Skilling wrote, “While the city officially logged a weekly total of 2.58 inches at O'Hare Airport,
some areas, especially those north and west of the city, received 4 to 5 inches, the majority of it
falling in the second rain episode early Thursday... May's total rainfall has reached 4.37 inches,
surpassing the full-month average of 3.38 in., making this the 6th wettest May open since 1871.”
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Three issues on greens this week – Microdochium patch, Fairy ring, and Waitea patch
Fairy ring. For our fifth year straight we are investigating the prevention of fairy ring on golf
greens. In Chicago it is a common disorder from June to September. The multitude of
basidiomycete fungi that are most damaging occur midsummer. These thermophiles are trouble
because their green rings (type 2) or brown/necrotic rings (type 1) interrupt natural rootzone
moisture characteristics. At Kemper Lakes Country Club in Kildeer many labeled fungicides for
fairy ring are associated with failure. From experience we know that fungicides in the DMI
family work best. Fungicides in families with code-names like QoI or carboximide do not. We
will investigate fungicides and some alternatives – nitrogen by urea and ConSan a wetting agent.

Treatments to suppress fairy ring. Plots were rated for incidence of type II fairy ring, then labeled
prior to applications at Kemper Lakes Country Club in Kildeer, IL. Settle 5-14-10

Tartan
Untreated
Heritage TL + ProStar

Headway G

Headway + Revolution
Triton FLO
ConSan

A grid of treatments after application are visible. Tim Sibicky informs Dan Tully. Settle 5-14-10
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Keith Rincker, M.S. - KRincker@cdga.org
Turfgrass Research Manager and Website Coordinator
CDGA Research is ramping up this week. Tim and I rated the variety trials on Sunshine,
applications were made in a preventative dollar spot trial at North Shore CC, and a fairy ring
study began. Other trials are being planned and will start in the weeks to come. Our putting
green bentgrass trial is filling in nicely. Nick’s fertilizer application a couple weeks ago was
well timed and greened up the turf well. In the last few weeks mowing has resumed and now
only small increments down to putting green height are needed.

New Research Green (a.k.a. The Baby Green). Areas of poor germination are filling in better
than expected and full coverage is only weeks away on Sunshine Course. Rincker 5-10-10
The Kentucky bluegrass fairway is also looking great as the mowing height is reduced. So far
the turf is cut at 1 ¼ inches with few weed issues. It will produce good results for years to come.

Color differences are present across 52 Kentucky bluegrass varieties on number 3 fairway.
Rincker 5-10-10
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One study of alternative treatments to suppress dollar spot will continue this year at three
locations Coyote Run GC, North Shore CC, and a new location at Briar Ridge CC in
Schererville, IN. This study looks at 4 alternative treatments to reduce fungicide inputs in
fairway bentgrass. Many alternative products or strategies are available. Whether it is a
biological, moisture control, or fertilizer product, suppression of dollar spot is hard to obtain.
Sometimes the level of suppression is not possible due to higher inputs required. In addition, the
disease pressure of dollar spot during August and September become too great for alternative
products and fungicide inputs are needed. Our study tests 4 alternative products to reduce
fungicide input.
Curative Daconil Ultrex applications serve as our fungicide inputs. By using the alternative
products in combination with Daconil as needed, we can count the number of fungicide
applications needed in each alternative treatment. We studied Rhapsody (Bacillus subtilis QST
713), EcoGuard (Bacillus licheniformis SB3086 plus indole-3-butyric acid), DewCure, (moisture
control active ingredient oxinane-methyloxirane), and Urea (46-0-0). Only DewCure was able to
reduce the number of fungicide applications in 2009. This year’s data will help confirm our
findings and we will be able to present this data at the Crop Science meetings this November.

Tim and I noticed a new weed, but its distinctive heart shaped seedpod (inset) made this one easy
to identify. In addition, small blue to white flowers are characteristics of corn speedwell.
Rincker 5-12-10
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Tim Sibicky, M. S. - TSibicky@hotmail.com CDGA Turfgrass Research Manager
Plant Growth Regulator Effects on Seedhead Control and Early Season Dollar Spot
Background: We are testing a variety of plant growth regulator products and fungicide
chemistries for efficacy on early spring seedhead control and possible disease reduction. This
study is being conducted on a fairway mixed stand (50/50) of Poa annua and creeping bentgrass
and has been initiated to show visual turf quality differentiation of the various products. Last
season, test strips on a nursery green at North Shore Country Club in Glenview, IL showed
considerably less disease when a plant growth regulator, Embark, was applied once during June.
The early season applications as seen in the bar graph below for “Visual Quality” are at 21 and
28 days after treatments (DAT). The first application was critically timed to coincide with
forsythia bloom on April 14th.
There are three Embark treatments all at the 40 oz/acre rate; Embark alone, Embark with Primo
0.125 fl oz/M and Embark with Primo 0.125 fl oz/M and also Signature 4 oz/M. This series of
Embark treatments was only administered as a one time application due to a high amount of tip
burn on the creeping bentgrass and chlorosis on the Poa annua. All treatments were within
labeled rates. The result is poor visual quality of turf in this early spring period. However, all
of the Embark treatments were excellent at eliminating all Poa annua seedheads (100% control).

Early Season Growth Regulator and Fungicide effects of Turf Quality 21 and 28 DAT
8 Fairway North Shore Country Club ‐ Glenview, IL
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Definitions: May 5 = 21 DAT, May 12 = 28 DAT, LSD = Fisher’s Least Significant Difference
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Two combinations of Proxy and Primo (5 fl oz/M + 0.125/M) were tested, at a 21 day interval
with one including Signature at the 4 oz/M rate. However, neither of the two mixes resulted in
greater seedhead suppression than any Embark combination (see graph). The visual quality for
the Proxy + Primo + Signature yielded better quality at both the 21DAT and 28DAT (7 days
after second application), but interestingly, there was no statistical differences between the
treatment that contained only Proxy + Primo and any of the Embark treatments.
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So, the question that is brought to my attention from the data is whether there is some sort of
synergistic effects in mixing Proxy + Primo + Signature? On the flipside, we don’t see any of
these effects in tank mixing with Embark, so this means we can rule out that it may have had
something to do with a pigmented spray or not. Secondly, will the sacrifice in early season turf
quality using Embark pay off when we get to the heat of the summer? And lastly, is it worth the
dollars to apply fungicide this early for dollar spot when we have very low disease pressure?
Over the next few weeks, we will likely begin to start seeing dollar spot and I will be excited to
see how these early season applications of plant growth regulators and fungicides function in
producing good turf quality and resistance to disease.
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Nick DeVries - NDevries@cdga.org
Research Assistant and Internet Communications Manager
It is hard to keep track of all the research the CDGA Turfgrass program does in a given year.
That is why we have teamed up with Course Vision (www.groundlinkx.com) to create an
interactive map that shows slideshows and summaries for each of our research locations.
Powered
by
Google Earth, the
tour
lets
you
decide where to
‘fly’ to with the
click of a button.
Each
research
location has a
photo slideshow
showing
everything from
disease symptoms
to research setup.
Follow this link to
take
the
tour
http://bit.ly/9EzKE9 and then click any button on the left to focus on the desired golf course.
You can also click the golf course logos to bring up a window showing pictures and a link to
each research summary. Enjoy!
‘It Got Wet’ (idea for photo submissions ...can be creative)

Thursday evening, May 13, after morning rain showers of 3.5+ inches. B. Thomson 5-13-10
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‘It Got Wet’ (idea for photo submissions ...can be creative)

“Water is going down – course still closed, most likely until noon today. Cleanup begins now to
remove the ‘bath tub ring’.” B. Thomson 5-13-10

“The biggest issue a golf course deals with after flooding is BS – bunker sand.” Dinelli 5-13-10
Stay dry and thank you for your continued support and communication...
Derek, Keith, Tim, and Nick – The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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